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As technology advances, so does the needs of 
architecture augment. Building structures are be-
coming more and more dependent on machinery 
and, consequently, energy sources. The shift to a 
self-sufficient approach on architecture, comes with 
a reconsideration of conventional mechanics, used 
to provide, amongst others, temperature regu-
lation, ventilation and shading. Kinetic systems 
are seen in architectural applications, more often 
nowadays, but they usually come with complicated 
mechanical supports. 

New trends in architecture indicate new radical 
paths for solving these problems. The effort is 
focused on introducing more efficient, economic, 
ecologic and cost-effective solutions inspired by na-
ture. Parallel to the investigation on mechanics, the 
study and creation of new materials is constantly 
ongoing. New, unexploited material properties are 
discovered or engineered, showing the shift of the 
path to a paradigm where construction materials 
display special new properties. These materials can 
exhibit behaviors that would need much more effort 
to achieve with conventional technology. 

During the last two decades (1984-2004), world 
energy consumption has rapidly increased, along 
with all its frightening consequences. Primary 
energy consumption has grown about 49% and CO2 
emissions about 43% during these years.

INTRODUCTION1
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In Europe, buildings are responsible for about 
37% of the global energy consumption. In Spain 
this percentage is about 23%. Around half of this 
percentage comes from the use of HVAC systems 
(Heating, Ventilation and Air conditioning systems). 
Predictions indicate an important growth in energy 
consumption for building‘s air conditioning in Eu-
rope for the next 15 years, of around 50%. Main-
tenance costs of HVAC systems are also a consider-
able effect on the country expenses.

In a metaphor where buildings are living organis-
ms, ventilation and air conditioning systems are 
a life support struggling to keep a sick entity ali-
ve. Our research focuses on the development of 
a system that helps a building breath on its own, 
according to the environmental conditions and the 
inhabitant‘s needs. 

[Data references: Ministero de Economia, Estrategia de ahorro y eficien-
cia energeticaen España 2004-2012 / IDAE-Instituto para la Diversificaci-
on y Ahorro de la Energía, Eficiencia Energética y Energias Renovables 
(No.8), Madrid, October 2006]
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Ventilation and shading systems are usually com-
plex building features. Moving elements require 
motors that add cost, weight and energy consump-
tion to the construction, while they are often signifi-
cant in size, reducing the structure’s visual delicacy. 
Ventilation and shading, though, had always been 
an important issue when it comes to sustainability, 
therefore, research on smart materials and intelli-
gent constructions applications in this field is es-
sential. On the very first stages of our research we 
realised the potential of intelligent kinetic mecha-
nisms for these types of applications.

Frame and panel structures in architecture are ge-
nerally considered fixed and rigid, but flexible ones 
can yield kinetic properties. This would make a 
structure able to “respond” to external stimuli, thus 
becoming “intelligent”.

Our project illustrates our approach on these mat-
ters. By researching and exploring various “smart” 
materials, and eventually choosing one, we com-
bined the use of advanced digital tools and fabrica-
tion machinery to design and fabricate a functional 
prototype that can be used as an alternative to 
conventional ventilation systems.



10
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The “smart” material we are using is the “mus-
cle wire”, a contracting shape memory alloy. 

It is mainly used in medical applications, robo-
tics, microelectronics and lock mechanisms. 
Little examples of other uses can be found. 
Some of them involve artistic installations and 
even fewer are architectural applications. 

The most notable examples of muscle wire 
uses are presented here.

STATE OF THE ART2
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Since the late 1980s Nitinol is used in a varie-
ty of medical applications. 

The self-expanding properties of Nitinol 
alloys manufactured to “Body Temperature 
Response”, have provided an attractive alter-
native to balloon expandable devices in stent 
grafts where it gives the ability to adapt to the 
shape of certain blood vessels when exposed 
to body temperature. On average, 50% of all 
peripheral vascular stents currently available 
on the worldwide market are manufactured 
with Nitinol.

Memory metal has been utilized in orthopedic 
surgery as a fixation-compression device for 
osteotomies, typically for lower extremity 
procedures. The device, usually in the form of 
a large staple, is stored in a refrigerator in its 
malleable form and is implanted into pre-dri-
lled holes in the bone across an osteotomy. 
As the staple warms it returns to its non-ma-
lleable state and compresses the bony surfa-
ces together to promote bone union.

Dentistry is another field of application. Two 
example are the prevalence of dental braces 
using SMA technology to exert constant 
tooth-moving forces on the teeth and the use 
in the manufacturing of root canal files for 
endodontics.

Medical applications

Image Credits :
http://www.shalomlife.com/health/20233/new-is-

raeli-knee-implant-gives-hope-to-athletes/
http://www.keytometals.com/page.aspx?ID=Chec-

kArticle&site=ktn&NM=212
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Robotic applications usually involve grabbing 
mechanisms, from small scales to that of 
human hands.

In microelectronics, muscle wires are used 
mainly as actuators inside safety switches, 
such as relays. They ensure actuation when 
temperatures rise.

Electronic lock mechanisms use muscle 
wires to pull and release fastening compo-
nents. The muscle wire is heated by applying 
electricity.

Robotics - microelectro-
nics - lock mechanisms

Image Credits :
http://www.musclewires.com/MWMovingHandKits.php
http://www.dynalloy.com/Applications2.php
http://mechanicaldesign.asmedigitalcollection.asme.org/article.
aspx?articleid=1450707
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Hylozoic Soil

In this installation, creator Philip Beesley imi-
tates a living enviroment, abstractly resem-
bling organic forms. 

This “breathing forest” interacts with visitors 
thanks to a series of microcontrolers. Sensors 
and provide the input data and actuators such 
as muscle wires give movement to the delica-
te acrylic components.

Image Credits : http://www.philipbeesleyarchitect.
com/sculptures/0848VIDA/
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Image Credits : http://25.media.tumblr.com/7ed1743449ca0c13aee2add58d899897/tum-
blr_mm1o3pJIv91qae9seo1_1280.jpg
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Photoskin Wall

This is a project by Poonam Sharma.

 A latex skin wall surface with pore-like 
openings. Muscle wire is used as an actua-
tor to fold the holes open, using a simple 
base mechanism that multiplies the muscle 
wire’s contraction displacement. An Ardui-
no carrying sensors is used to control the 
movement. 
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Image Credits : http://www.alivingarchitecture.com/category/photoskin-wall/
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Animated Vines

An interactive hanging paper installation 
Once actuated by proximity sensors, the 
vines begin to curl and slither up and down.

Each vine is made up of eight units, and each 
unit curl by actuating muscle wire sewn 
directly to the paper.
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Image Credits : http://technolojie.com/animated-vines/
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THESIS PROJECT3
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FIRST APPORIACH

The initial exploration field of the research 
was the bending of frame structures. This 
emerged from our experimentation with 
threads. While testing thread patterns on 
thin wooden frames, we realized that the 
collective force of multiple threads is enough 
to bend the frame. This lead us to the idea of 
a structure consisting of bending frames. 

Trying to implement a behavior to the 
system, we were called to find a material that 
would actuate a responsive system. So, the 
research continued with the exploration of 
thread materials that could be used as ben-
ding agents. In parallel, we investigated on 
an appropriate material of the frame as well 
as suitable fill material that would make the 
panel suitable for architectural application.

ACTIVE PANEL

The final phase of the project focuses on 
active ventilation panel components. Panels 
consisting of a rigid frame and a flexible fill 
material that bends to create openings. The 
panels are combined to form a ventilation 
system that can have an application on a 
roof or on a facade. The mechanism that 
provides the actuation is connected to a 
sensor system than can adjust the openings 
according to the enviromental conditions 
(tempeature, humidity, wind etc).

The research physical outcome consists of 
a prototype component that can be part of 
the overall skin structure.  It provides basic 
protection from the external environmen-
tal conditions, while being able to offer 
openings on request. Important parameters 
taken into consideration is the size of the 
openings, the efficiency of the mechanism, 
as well as the minimization of cost and ener-
gy consumption. 

PROJECT OBJECTIVES
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Passive ventilation systems: possible application system in order

to reduce the building energy consumption for space conditioning
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[ PHASE 1 ]
During the inital project phase we did a general 
research on smart materials through analysis 
of case studies and realized projects.

We, then, started a vague experimentation with 
various materials that could prove interesting. 
Frame structures and pattern threading caught 
our attention. The interesting outcome was the 
bending of the frames due to the aggregation of 
the thread forces applyied on it.

MATERIAL RESEARCH
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In our effort to understand how the thread 
forces affect the frame we started using 
bendable wooden frames and different types 
of threads.

We studied regular  pattern variations. With 
this symetry, the bending result is, in general, 
that of a double curvature (saddle) surface.

PATTERN DESIGN

pattern design phasesbending result

rough “brain-storming” prototypes
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overlapping pattern design
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This prototype consists of silicon threads 
that are elastic, giving us the oportunity to 
control the tension force during the threa-
ding procedure.

PROTOTYPE 1.0
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This prototype uses 3mm thick MDF wood 
frame and polyester threads.

The tension of the polyester threads is greater 
than the silicon ones and the MDF wood bend 
more than plywoods. The resulting effect is 
more intense.

PROTOTYPE 1.1
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By applying a more complex thread pattern we 
achieve an opacity effect, along with an even 
stronger bending force. 

The interesting behavior of the outcome is 
a snaping function. The saddle surface can 
inverse by applying an external force. The new 
position is equally stable as the previous one.

PROTOTYPE 1.2

pattern design phases
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overlapping patter design
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PROTOTYPE 1.2
Pattern result
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Prototype 1.1_the two snapping positions
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Most threads behave in a linear way. The 
displacement is proportional to the tension, 
regardless of the thickness. We experimented 
with various natural and synthetic fibers in an 
effort to understand their properties and their 
possible applications. The strongest fibrous 
threads that we tested were the glass fiber and 
carbon fiber stings. They also gave the lowest 
displacement / strength ratio. Natural threads 
are much weaker, while elastic synthetic 
threads, like the silicon, can have a displace-
ment of more than 5 times their length, but are 
easy to break. No thermoscopic or hygros-
copic properties were detected in any of the 
materials.

THREADS TESTING

fishing line

yarn thread

silicon string

polyester string

hemp thread

fiber glass thread

vectran thread
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thread lenght = 410 mm

DISPLACEMENT = 3 mm                 

[ 0,7% of thread lengaht]

 STATE A STATE B BREAKING POINT

fishing line

thread lenght = 380 mm

DISPLACEMENT = 13 mm                 

[ 3,2% of thread lenght]

yarn thread
 STATE A STATE B BREAKING POINT
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thread lenght = 390 mm

DISPLACEMENT = 215 mm                 

[55,3% of thread lenght]

 STATE A STATE B BREAKING POINT

  silicon string

thread lenght = 410mm

DISPLACEMENT = 10 mm                 

[ 2,4% (thread lenght)]

polyester string
 STATE A STATE B BREAKING POINT
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thread lenght = 350 mm

DISPLACEMENT = 10 mm                 

[ 2,8% (thread lenght)]

 STATE A STATE B BREAKING POINT

fiber glass thread

thread lenght = 370 mm

DISPLACEMENT = 5 mm                 

[ 1,3% (thread lenght)]

 STATE A STATE B BREAKING POINT

hemp thread
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thread lenght = 370 mm

DISPLACEMENT = 30 mm                 

[8,1% (thread lenght)]

 STATE A STATE B BREAKING POINT
vectran thread
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Looking for a responsive thread material, we 
came upon muscle wires. This type of shape 
memory alloys is programmed to contracts up 
to 4,5% of its length when heated. Commercial 
products usually come in various different 
diameters and two different actuation tempe-
ratures.

Nitinol muscle wires are made up of equal parts 
of nickel and titanium. Because of the titanium, 
these wires are much stronger than your avera-
ge strands of wire. The reason muscle wires are 
able to expand and contract is because of its 
combination of crystal structures from the nic-
kel and titanium metals. They react differently 
in high and low temperatures, making the wire 
soft and flexible when cool, yet firm and stiff 
when heated. 

The explanation for these structural changes 
lies at the atomic level. The shape changes are 
the result of the rearrangement of the crystal 
structures in the solid. The material has been 
deemed “shape-memory” because its crystal 
transformation is fully reversible, dependable 
only on the temperature. The transition cycle 
can be repeated millions of times.

A muscle wire can easily be actuated by 
applying electricity to its end points. We are 
using a “N-type mosfet” transistor to control 
and measure the electric current flow from the 
power supply to the cable. We chose to work 
with a 0.38mm thick muscle wire, and the low 
actuation temperature of 70o C. This way, we 
have a high pull force of 2kg and the lowest ac-
tuation temperatures, which means we require 
lower power supply.

MUSCLE WIRE

Nitinol close-up photo

Image source: http://www.
amazon.com/Straightened-Niti-
nol-Elastic-Standard-Tolerance/

dp/B00CNLY1MW
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Nitinol chemical diagram

Image source: http://www.phy.cuhk.edu.hk/
phyworld/iq/memory_alloy/memory_alloy_e.html

Nitinol wire

Image source: http://www.rapidonline.com/catalogueimages/
Module/M300742P01WL.jpg

Nitinol shape memory property

Image source: http://katehutch.files.wordpress.
com/2010/10/shape-setting-nitinol.jpg
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In this experiments, muscle wires are applied 
on a pentagon frame in various patterns.
The purpose is to understand how the different 
anchoring points affect the bending and control 
it accordingly.

MUSCLE WIRE TESTING

Bending simulation
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Muscle wire actuation diagram (temperature per second)
- red , electricity ON
- blue , electricity OFF bending produced on a linear stick

idle state actuated state

3mm thick plywood frame
muscle wire
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actuated state

deformation

idle state

Muscle wire pattern
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actuated state

deformation

idle state

Muscle wire pattern
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actuated state

deformation

idle state

Muscle wire pattern
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actuated state

deformation

idle state

Muscle wire pattern
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actuated state

deformation

idle state

Muscle wire pattern
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At this point we implemented technology to 
obtin more accurate data. In our search for 
the optimimal geometry for the frame we 
did a series of experiments using a custom 
made system that provided us with data of the 
deformation / amount of wire ratio. We used 
a gyroscope that gave us the inclination of the 
top point of the frame, an accelerometer to 
measure how fast the system is actuated with 
the same amount of voltage. The sensor was 
connected to an arduino which was sending 
and plotting the data to grasshopper in real 
time. We concluded that the most efficient 
frame geometry is the hexagon.

SENSOR IMPLEMENTATION
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GYROSCOPE

DATA RECORDING SYSTEM
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snapshots of the video recorded data
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In order to understand the movement better 
and be able to document precise bending 
situations, we conducted a series of physics 
simulations.

SIMULATIONS
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Pentagon frames bend simulation

Stick bend simulation
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APPLICATION 

[ PHASE 2 ]
In this phase we are mainly experimenting with 
the ability of the muscle wire to actuate a me-
chanism of an architectural scale prototype. 

We are also dealing with issues of energy 
consumption.
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At this phase we are connecting multiple panels 
in an array in order to see the hollistic effect of 
the actuation.

The joining systems proved to be a challenging 
task: the joints should provide enough rigidity 
for structural support along with an elasic 
behavior that would allow the system to return 
to its rest position.

This prototype required constant actuation 
of the muscle wire in order to maintain the 
frame’s deformation. That made it a non-viable 
component it terms of its application for venti-
lation purposes, as constant supply of electric 
current was required. 

PROTOTYPE 3.0
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rest position actuated position

connection and joint variations
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Prototype 3.1 takes advantage of the bending 
properties of the frame. 

External structural forces are used to pre-bend 
the frame, while the muscle wire is used as a 
momentary force that makes the frame snap 
to a second position. The external forces are, in 
the first case, a string and in the second case, 
a solid frame. A pair of muscle wires is used in 
each case, running along the frames’ curved 
surfaces. When the muscle wire on the outer 
side of the bent surface is actuated, the frame 
is forced to curve in the opposite direction, 
which eventually leads to it snapping to its 
“mirror” position, as best illustrated in the 
diagrams.

This prototype‘s advantge is that it works 
autonomously with its own string, giving the 
possibility of connecting various components 
of different geometries. However, it is difficult 
to apply a skin, due to the string crossing the 
skin surface diagonally.

Prototype 3.2 relies on a solid framework. 
Although different geometries are still suitable, 
the overall structure becomes more complica-
ted and heavy. However, the main advantage is 
the easy application of a skin surface. 

PROTOTYPE 3.1
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PROTOTYPE 3.1 _snapping behavior diagram

muscle wire  A

muscle wire  B

actuated muscle wire  A

actuated muscle wire  B
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Prototype 3.2 relies on a solid framework. 
Although different geometries are still suitable, 
the overall structure becomes more complica-
ted and heavy. However, the main advantage is 
the easy application of a skin surface. 

This prototype, as well as the previous one, 
uses a 3mm thick acrylic bending strip. The 
choice came after testing various materials. Ri-
gid ones are more difficult to bend and require 
more muscle wire stress, while flexible ones, 
in the case of a structural frame like that of 
prototype 3.1, are not capable of bearing lateral 
weight forces when combined with others on 
a system. Acrylic has an in-between elasticity 
factor, and, furthermore, has the ability to bend 
and come back to shape without permanent 
deformations. Unlike wood, it is also a homoge-
nous material. Acrylic can easily be cut in any 
2d geometry with a laser cutter.

PROTOTYPE 3.2
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PROTOTYPE 3.2 _movement simulation

PROTOTYPE 3.1 _snapping behavior diagram

muscle wire  B

muscle wire  A

Actuated muscle wire  A

Actuated muscle wire B
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physical prototype 3.2
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facade system proposal / digital simulation
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Prototype 3.3 studies a different applica-
tion approach. It uses the same pricipals for 
actuation, but the acrylic’s bending direction 
is placed parallel to the frame’s surface. When 
snapped, it carries some of the elastic threads 
that are patterned to create the panel’s skin. 
This skin serves only for adjusting the opacity 
of the panel. Once actuated, gaps on the pat-
tern emerge, letting more light pass through. 

This panel could be applied together with a 
covering surface such as a framed glass.

PROTOTYPE 3.3
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APPLICATION 

[ PHASE 3 ]
At this point our research already has the 
potential of an actual architectural application. 
It is therefore important to investigate further 
in this diraction.

The material research now focuses on resis-
tance, durability and protectiveness properties 
that are necessary for an outdoors application.

Furthermore, a design proposal in a specific 
site is presented.
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On the search for the ideal bending material we 
experimented with polymer resins. We molded 
reinforced stripes to examine the ability of the 
system to scale up, by testing the stiffness, the 
flexibility and the various polymer / embeded 
material combinations. We experimented 
mainly with epoxy resin, embedded with 
materials, such as glass fiber, carbon fiber and 
vegetal textiles. The resin quantity determines 
the thickness of the final outcome and, along 
with the properties of the embedded material, 
its rigidity. The muscle wire has a specific force 
limit and the strip needs a specific rigidity that 
can make it stand.

We are also experimenting with molded surfa-
ces, which will eliminate the need for a secon-
dary skin system. The surface itself will be the 
skin, as well as the bending element.

POLYMER RESINS

polymer casting proceedure
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casted resin strips with various embeded materials and 
resin thicknesses

large scale juta-embeded strip large scale acrylic strip

juta surface with casted resin on the edges only juta surface fully enbeded in casted resin
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When the snapping occurs we stop the electric 
flow. The muscle wire, though, needs some 
time to cool down and return to its initial length. 
It also needs small a force that is streching it 
back. This is why we experimented with various 
methods of attaching it to the bending surface. 
It was also necessary to insulate the wire and 
ensure it will not be hanging when it is in its 
loose position.

The best method for insulating the wire is by 
passing it through a silicon tube. Silicon is 
heat resistant enough for the temperature the 
muscle wire momentarily reaches. The best 
method for attaching the wire to the surface 
is with elastic bands at specific point. Testing 
proved that if the tube is glued o the surface or 
the tighting is strong the mechanism doesn’t 
work as efficiently. This has to do with the 
deformation of the curved surface in segments 
during the actuation.

TECHNICAL DETAILS
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various attachment methods for the 
muscle wire

permanently deformed resin surface
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Epoxy resin, though, proved insufficient for our 
needs, as it seems to subject to permanent de-
formation when under long term bending force. 
This deformation leads to an uneven snapping 
system.

Our final material choice for the surface was 
a 1mm thick transparent Plexiglas. Plexiglas 
of this thickness gives the properties we are 
looking for. It does not break and shows no 
permanent plastic deformation from its applied 
curvature. The thickness of the material, in 
accordance with its rigidity, allow us for a frame 
component of an approximate 50x50 cm in 
size. A bigger component renders the surface 
insubstantial and unstable, while a smaller one 
give a lot of rigidity, which stresses the muscle 
wire beyond its safe-function limits.

For the surface attachment to the frame, a hin-
ge systems is tested to work best. A computer 
simulation (grasshopper – kangaroo) proves 
the difference. A surface tightened planar to 
the frame gives a double curvature, reducing 
the opening area and further stressing the mus-
cle wire. We used a simple hinge solution for 
the prototype. It consists of a laser-cut plastic 
profile, attached to an equal in size recess on 
the frame’s inner edge. More sophisticated 
hinge systems are also possible.

Electrical wiring is passing through the hinge 
system, as shown on the diagram.
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1mm thick Plexiglas surface

grabbed and hinged systems simulations

diagram of the prototype’s hinge system hinge variation details
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Our panel system works in component arrays. 
There for each component must come with a 
connection system to its adjacent ones. 

Instead of using a heavier load-bearing struc-
ture where the panels are fixed, we decided to 
think of the panels themselves as the structural 
agents. The wooden frame can be thick enou-
gh, according to the overall structure size and 
shape in order to withstand weight and external 
forces. 

The panels can be fixed with custom shapped 
metalic bars, have puzzle-like interlocking 
edges for more stability, use carpentry joining-
techniques, or even more sophisticated carved 
joints.

Joining non-planar panels is also possible. 
The wooden frames will be cut and milled with 
CNC fabrication machinery that can work on 
multiple angles. 

PANEL JOINING
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diagrams of frame joining techniques
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phase snapshots of the anima-
ted behavior simulation

The final prototype is an array of six 1:1 scale 
active panels. The panels are designed to join 
under an angle and to have both a regular squa-
re and an irregular shape geometry.

The opening area of the square panel is 34% 
of the panel’s planar area. This percentage can 
be less, but also more, acording to the panel’s 
geometry.

FINAL PROTOTYPE
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We used carpentry tecniques to join the woo-
den parts of the prototype. This way, we need 
no extra supporting components. 

Further  evolution could implement jacks for 
instant electronics connection as well as inter-
locking panel connections.

FABRICATION PROCESS
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fabrication process
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In order to facilitate on-demand actuation, we 
developed an application running on iOS and 
Mac OS.  

Built in Objective C, the application allows the 
user to remotely control the panels’ state and 
receive real-time data via udp protocol on a 
local network.

The sensor data collected concern values of 
light, temperature, humidity and air quality. 
Notification of extreme value detections can 
also be received.

REMOTE ACTUATION

intel galileo microcontroler - switch (mosfet) setup - 
sensor set
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screenshots of theiOS application
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APPLICATION 

BUILDING 
PROPOSAL
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Our first large-scale proposal was that of a 
pavillion contruction. It would consist of a rigid 
base that could be make out of a lightweight 
structural material such as wood, covered with 
a membrane-like material. The covering upper 
part would be a curved array of our veentilation 
panels. 

The panels could be actuated in groups, accor-
ding to wind and light conditions, or by demand 
by the user.

The pavillion could be situated in practically 
any site.

PAVILLION
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Rendered 3d representations
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Our final building proposal is located in the 
“Torre Baró” area, in the outskirts of Barcelo-
na. The building could house cultural or social 
functions.

After chosing a specific slopy area inside the 
forresty region, we conducted a series of analy-
ses that would determine the structure’s form.

BUILDING SITE
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Barcelona

Torre Baró

building site
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The mass and position of the building is deter-
mined by a solar analysis. A genetic algorithic 
optimization tool gave us the optimum solution.

The building should not exceed in height that 
of its adjacent constructions and the surface 
area it should covered is also restricted in the 
optimization parameters. 

The resulting mass’s exterior surface recei-
ves the maximum amount of solar radiation. 
The panels can be covered with flexible solar 
collecting textile that would provide the energy 
needed for the actuation, rendering the building 
self sufficient.

SOLAR ANALYSIS
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Resulting mass after solar analysis optimization:

Panels position determination

a) Sud - Est side b) North-West side
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A wind airflow analysis pointed out specific 
areas of the building that created vortexed. 
These areas were smoothened. 

An animation of the airflow helped us determi-
ne the areas where the opening panels should 
be placed, along with their opening diraction. 
Areas where airflow is minimal can carry stable 
panels that will reduce the whole construction 
cost. Areas where airflow is minimal can carry 
stable panels that will reduce the whole cons-
truction cost.

WIND ANALYSIS
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Airflow vectors analysis, building performance
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The Breathing panels are placed in order to create a natural ventilation into the building which 
combines the Stack ventilation and the Bernoulli effect (arranging openings at different levels) 
with the cross-ventilation .

panels
OPENED

panels
CLOSED

The possibility to control the panels openings allows to create night-purge ventilation, especia-
lly when day-time air temperature is extremly high, in order to use the night-time air to cool the 
building.
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Airfow vectors analysis inside the building, the air speed inside the building range between 0.0 
and 4.5 m/s, ideal for human comfort
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The panel surface on an actual building appli-
cation could have an additional solar radiation 
protective layer, like a vinyl adhessive sheet. 
This would  reduce indoors overheating and 
provide opacity variations.

BUILDING

external views, panels closed
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external views, panels opened
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view from the inside, panels closed and opened
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external wiews, panels opened close-up
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CONCLUSION4

Our research gave us the oportunity to 
experiment using a responsive material. By 
studying its behavior as well as its advanta-
ges and limitations we drew conclusion on 
how it could be used in architecture. After a 
thorough multi-directional experimentation 
phase, we focused on an application that is 
of essential architectural meaning. 

The use of muscle wire as an actuator of an 
opening-closing ventilation panel mecha-
nism demonstrated the capacity of “smart 
materials” to serve as real-scale building 
elements.

A system like that has a series of advantages:

First, it consists of modular lightweight com-
ponents. There are no motors or mechanis-
ms involved, which means that the structure 
is significantly lighter and visually delicate. 

The actuating mechanism itself is more relia-
ble than a conventional equivalent. Muscle 
wire does not rely on mechanical or electical 
parts. I relies on its own chemical composi-
tion. It is autonomous and can be actuated 
practically infinite times. Maintenance cost is 
therefor minimal.

The overall construction cost is also low. Less 
weight and absence of sophisticated mecha-
nisms means easy, low cost construction and 
assembly.
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TOOLS5

General hardware tools [hammer, screwdrivers, pliers, driller, cutters etc]

Carpentry tools [jigsaw, sander etc]

Fablab’s laser cutter

Camera

Arduino microcontroller – accelerometer – mosfet transistors - various sensors

3d modeling & rendering [ Rhinoceros 3d – Grasshopper – Kangaroo – Vray - Cinema4D ]

analysis tools [ Ecotect, Vasari, WinAir, geco, heliotrope, karamba, firefly ]

Adobe [ Photoshop - After Effects – Illustrator – InDesign ]

programming languages [ Objective C, arduino ]
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